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Abstract.
It is shown that all compactifications of the positive
integers N which have metrizable remainders are themselves
metrizable. This is done by first proving that each Hausdorff compactification of a noncompact locally compact space is the graph
closure in an appropriate space. It is then shown that any two compactifications of N which have homeomorphic metrizable remainders are homeomorphic.

1. Introduction.
In [6], we constructed
compactifications
with
certain specified remainders
as closures of graphs. We gave as a
corollary to the main theorem a result of Aarts and van Emde Boas
[l] which does not follow from it, but does from a generalized version
which we will present. It will also follow that each Hausdorff compactification of a noncompact locally compact space is the graph
closure in an appropriate
space.
As an application,
it will be shown that all compactifications
of the
positive integers TVwhich have metrizable remainders are themselves
metrizable.
An interesting
result of von Neumann
[5] which has
recently been given short proofs in [4] and [7] will then be used to
show that any two compactifications
of TVwhich have homeomorphic
metrizable remainders are homeomorphic.

2. Graph closures. All spaces considered are to be assumed
Hausdorff. Often, when (J, Y) is a compactification
of X, f[X] will
be identified with X and the embedding map will not be mentioned.
If Y is a compactification
of X, Y—X is the remainder of X in Y.
Whenever/
is a continuous
mapping of X into Y, X is homeomorphic

to the graph of/ and we will identify it with X. If X is locally compact and noncompact,
its one-point compactification
X* = X^J {«} and c7(w) will be an open neighborhood

is denoted by
of u in X*.

Theorem
1. Let X be locally compact and noncompact and K be
contained in a compact space T. If there is a continuous mapping f from

X into T such that K = f\{clTf[Uiu)r\X]:
compactification

in X*XTis

Y with K as a remainder.

all f/(w)}, then X has a
The closure of the graph of f

such a Y.
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Proof. The graph G of/ in X* X T is homeomorphic to X and since
T is Hausdorff and/ continuous,
no point (x, /), ty$f(x) is in G. The

condition on K implies that {«} XKEG and that (co,t)^G if t<£K.
Thus G is the desired compactification
with remainder
{co} XK
homeomorphic
to K.
Every compactification
of a locally compact space can be obtained
as a graph closure in the following way.

Corollary,
If (/, F) is a compactification of a locally compact, noncompact space X, then Y is equivalent to (h, G) where h is the mapping of
X onto G which takes x to (x,f(x)).

Proof. Let k be the mapping of F onto G such that /e[f(x)] =h(x)
for xG^ and k(y) = (co, y) for yEY—f[X].
Clearly k is one-to-one
and continuous on/[X]
and Y—f[X]. If a net {/(xa)} in/fX]
converges to yEY—f[X],
then {xa} must converge to co in X*. Thus
{h(xa)} converges to (co, y) and hence k is continuous on F. Since F
is compact and G is Hausdorff,
k is a homeomorphism
such that
k-f = h. Therefore (f, Y) and (h, G) are equivalent.
All the results in

[6] now also follow.
3. Similar compactifications.
Two compactifications
of a space X
are equivalent
if there is a homeomorphism
between them which
leaves X pointwise fixed. We feel that for some purposes this notion
distinguishes
too many spaces; e.g. there are infinitely many nonequivalent
two-point
compactifications
of N.
We will call two compactifications
of X similar if there is a homeomorphism between them which leaves X fixed but not necessarily
pointwise. We state the fairly obvious situation in BX as
Theorem
2. Two compactifications
of X are equivalent if and only
if they give rise to identical decompositions of BX. They are similar if
and only if there is an autohomeomorphism
of BX taking one decomposition onto the other.

It is easy to see that homeomorphic
remainders need not imply
similar compactifications;
indeed, the compactifications
may fail to
be homeomorphic.
Example 1. Let X be an uncountable discrete space and consider
it as the disjoint union of two uncountable
sets and compactify X
by attaching one point to each of them. Now consider X as the disjoint union of two sets, one of which is countable, and again attach
one point to each. The two compactifications
are not homeomorphic
but the remainders are.
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To do this for TVis not quite so easy.
Example
2. Let 8 be an infinite and maximal family of infinite
subsets of TV such that the intersection
of any two is finite. As in
51 of [3], let D= {Pe'-EE&}
be a new set of distinct points and

define Y' = NUD with the following topology: the points of TVare
isolated, while a neighborhood of Pe is any set containing Pe and all
but a finite number of points of E. Let FE& and define Z' = Y'
— {Pp}. Both Y' and Z' are locally compact, noncompact Tychonoff
spaces and thus have one-point compactifications
Y and Z, respectively. Both Y—TV and Z —TV are homeomorphic
to the one-point
compactification
of the discrete space of cardinality c. Since Y and Z
each have exactly one point with an uncountable base, any homeomorphism of Z onto Y would take Z' onto Y'. But F is an infinite
discrete open and closed subset of Z' and no infinite discrete subset of
Y' is both open and closed. Thus Y and Z are nonhomeomorphic
compactifications
of N with homeomorphic
remainders.
Since the elements of TV are isolated in any compactification,
it
follows that any two of its compactifications
which are homeomorphic
are similar.
In general this is not so, even given that the remainders
are
homeomorphic.
Example
3. Consider the locally compact subspace of the reals

given by X = (0, 1)U[(1, 2)-{l
Let / and g be continuous

+ l/n:n = l, 2, 3, • • • }]VJ(2, 3).

mappings

of X onto the closed interval

[ —1, l] defined by
fix) = sin —,
x

= 0,

0 < x < 1,

g(x) = OS 0 < x < 2,

1 < * < 3,

= sin—■—7

3 —x

2 < x < 3.

If F and G denote the graphs of / and g in [0, 3]X [-1,

l], then F

and G are homeomorphic
compactifications
of X. Also, F — F is
homeomorphic
with G —G. However, there is no homeomorphism
of

F onto G which takes F onto G.
4. Metric compactifications

of TV. We saw in Example

2 that a

homeomorphism
between remainders is not sufficient to show that
compactifications
of TVare similar. If the remainders are metrizable,
it is sufficient. We will first prove

Theorem 3. If {f, Y) is a compactification of TVwith a metrizable remainder, then Y is metrizable.
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Proof. Let F be the extension of / to BN and /* its restriction to
BN —N. Since X= F— f[N] is a compact metric space, it may be

embedded in P=n}j,:t=

1, 2, • • • } where It= [0, l]. If 7Tidenotes

the projection of P onto /,-, then 7r<of* is a continuous mapping of
BN—N into [0, l] and can be continuously
extended to a mapping
gi of BN into [0, l]. Moreover, since N is discrete and countable, it
may be assumed that gi(i) y^gi(j) for all j<i. Let g be the mapping of
BN into P defined as g(x)i = gi(x). Then g is continuous,
one-to-one

on A7and g\BN— N=F\BN—

N. If U is a cofinite subset of A, then

X = g[BN-N]Eg[cUU]Eclpg[U}.

Thus XGH {clpg[t7]: U co-

finite subset of N}. Since /3A is compact,

cofinite UEN.

If yEg\BN]—X,

clpg[t7]Cg[|SA]

for each

then y = g(w) for some nEN

yGg[/3Ar— {w} ] since g is one-to-one

on N. Thus yGcl^&t-V-

and
{«} ]

and X = f]{clpg[U]:U cofiniteCA}.
The graph Gol g lies in N*XP, and by Theorem 1, G is a compactification of A with remainder X. Since A* and P are metrizable so is
G. Define e(n) = (n, g(n)) and let E be the extension of e from /3A
onto G. We will show that (e, G) and (/, F) give the same decomposi-

tion of BN. Suppose qEBN-N,

E(q) = (co,x)GG-G and F(q)=yEX.

If xy£y, then there are disjoint open sets V, WEP such that xEV
and yEW. Since P(g) =f*(q) =g(q) and g is continuous, g-1[W] is an
open neighborhood of q in BN. Also £_1 [N* X V] is an open neighbor-

hood of q in BN. Let wGg-1[lF]n£-1[A*X

F]HA.

Then E(n)

= (n, g(n)) implies that g(n)E V. Since g(n)EW
we get the contradiction that Vr\Wy±0.
Thus x = y. Therefore, (e, G) and (/, F) are
equivalent compactifications
and since G is metrizable, so is F.

Theorem
4. Compactifications
remainders are similar.

Proof.

of N with homeomorphic

Let (fi, Yi) and (f2, Y2) be compactifications

metrizable

of N with

remainders
homeomorphic
to a compact metric space X. Following
the proof of Theorem 3, (fu Fx) and (f2, Y2) are equivalent to (eu Gi)
and (e2, G2), respectively, where Gi and G2 are subsets of N*XP and
have remainders
{co} XX as a common set of cluster points. By a
result of von Neumann [5] (cf. [4] or [7]), there is a permutation
7r
on N such that d(ei(n),e2(ir(n)))-*0.
If h is the mapping on Gi defined
as h(e1(n))=e2(ir(n)),
nEN, and h(w, x) = (co, x), xEX, then h is^a
homeomorphism
onto G2 which takes ei[N] onto e2[A]. Thus (et, Gi)

and (e2, G2) are similar. It follows that (fi, Yi) and (f2, Y2) are also
similar.
It is known [2] that any zero-set in BN —N is homeomorphic
to
BN—N. ll two zero-sets in BN —N are open, there is a permutation
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of TV whose extension to BN will take one onto the other
We show this for nonopen zero-sets in the following

[3, 6S].

Corollary.
For any two nonopen zero-sets in BN—N, there is an
autohomeomorphism
of BN which takes one onto the other.
Proof. If Z and Z' are any two nonopen zero-sets in BN—N, then
there are continuous mappings/
and g of BN onto [0, l] such that

Z=g-i[0],andZ'=/-i[0].
The restriction of g to BN —N gives a decomposition
of BN—N
which together with singletons from TV is an upper semicontinuous
decomposition
of BN. The quotient of this decomposition
is a compactification
Y of TV with remainder
[0, l]. Similarly,/
produces a
compactification
Y' of TV with remainder
[0, l]. By Theorem 4, Y
is similar to Y' and so by Theorem 2, there is an autohomeomorphism

of BN which takes Z onto Z'.
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